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ABSTRACT   

In many digital signal processing systems, the multiple constant multiplication (MCM) operation has significant 

impact on the complexity and performance of the design because a large number of constant multiplications are 

required and is also a performance bottleneck in many other DSP systems. For this purpose many efficient 

algorithms and architectures such as shift-add and common sub-expression elimination (CSE) have been 

introduced for the design of low complexity MCM operations. These algorithms are very accurate but it contains 

complexity if suppose we increase the bit length. Therefore to overcome this disadvantage and for low 

complexity MCM operations we introduce an digit serial fir filter whose operators occupy less area and are 

independent of data word length. Thus the proposed method reduces the delay, area and power consumption. 

Hence the proposed method simulation results are shown as less delay and area utilization compared to existing 

common sub-expression elimination (CSE) method. 

Keywords: Digit serial arithmetic, multiple constant multiplication (MCM), common sub-expression 

elimination, finite impulse response (FIR) filters. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In digital signal processing (DSP) systems such as fast Fourier transforms, discrete cosine transforms 

(DCT’s), and error correcting codes, Finite impulse response (FIR) filters have great importance 

because of their linear- phase characteristics and feed forward implementations. The two forms of FIR 

filters i.e, direct and transposed form FIR filter implementations are illustrated in fig 1(a) and (b). 

 

Figure1. FIR filters implementations. (a) Direct form. (b) Transposed form with generic multipliers. (c) 

Transposed form with an MCM block. 

Although both architecture have similar complexity in hardware, the transposed form is generally 

preferred because of its higher performance and power efficiency [1]. The multiplier block of the 

digital FIR filter in its transposed form, where the multiplication of filter coefficients with the filter 
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input is realized, has significant impact on the complexity and performance of the design because a 

large number of constant multiplications are required. This is generally known as multiple constant 

multiplications (MCM) operation. Although area, delay, and power- efficient multiplier 

architectures, such as Wallace [2] and modified booth [3] multipliers, have been proposed, the full 

flexibility of a multiplier is not necessary for the constant multiplications, since filter coefficients 

are fixed and determined beforehand by the DSP algorithms [4].  

Shift- Add Architecture 

 In this method the multiplication of filter coefficients with the input data is generally implemented 

under a shift adds architecture [5], where each constant multiplication is realized using 

addition/subtraction and shift operations in an MCM operation [Fig 1(c)]. For the shif t adds 

Implementation  of constant multiplications, a straightforward method, generally known as digit 

based recoding [6], initially defines the constant in binary. Then, for each “1” in the binary 

representation of the constant, according to its bit position, it shifts the variable and adds up the 

shifted variables to obtain the result. 

 As a simple example, consider the constant multiplications 29x and 43x.Their decompositions in 

binary are listed as follows: Which requires six addition operations as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

MCM is involved to produce constant multiplication in Digital Signal Processing (DSP) systems, 

MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) systems, Error correcting codes, Frequency multiplication, 

Graphics and Control applications. In such applications full fledge of multipliers are not needed. Since 

coefficients are constant to produce constant multiplication. Once the MCM architecture is 

constructed, it can be called as many times it required. Constant multiplication either can be done by 

digit parallel design or digit serial design. Digit parallel design of constant multiplier needs external 

wire for shifting. It requires more area while implementation takes place in FPGA or any other ASIC. 

Hence digit serial design overcomes area constrain with acceptable delay timing. Multiplication with 

constant is called constant multiplication. 

Common Sub-Expression Elimination Method 

In existing, in order to design MCM architecture without partial product sharing algorithm (Digit 

based recoding), Common Sub-expression Elimination (CSE) algorithm [7]-[9] is used in existing 

methods. According to MCM principle constant multiplication is performed by number of shifting and 

addition operation. For the pair, 29x and 43x without partial product sharing algorithm requires six 

addition and six shifting operations and CSE algorithm requires four additions and four shifting 

operations. As shown in below figure 2(a) and 2(b). 

However, the digit-based recoding technique does not exploit the sharing of common partial products, 

which allows great reductions in the number of operations and consequently and consequently, in area 

and power dissipation of the MCM design at the gate level. Hence, the fundamental optimization 

problem , called the MCM problem, is defined as finding the minimum number of addition and 

subtraction operations that implement the constant multiplications. Note that, in parallel design of 

constant multiplications, shifts can be realized using only wires in hardware without representing any 

area cost. 
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Figure2. Shift-adds implementations of 29x and 43x. (a) Without partial product sharing [7] and with partial 

product sharing. (b) Exact CSE algorithm [10] 

The algorithm design for the MCM problem is common sub expression elimination(CSE) algorithm 

initially extract all possible sub expressions from the representation of the constants when they are 

defined under binary ,canonical signed digit(CSD) [7], or minimal signed digit(MSD) [8]. Then they 

find the “best” sub expression, generally the most common, to be shared among the constant 

multiplications. Returning to our example in fig.2 the exact CSE algorithm gives a solution with four 

operations by finding the most common partial products 3x=(11)binary x and 5x=(101)binary x when 

constants are defined under binary, as illustrated in fig.2. Compare to the digit based recoding 

technique CSE MCM algorithm is very accurate but it contains complexity if suppose we increase the 

bit-length. We know that whenever we increase the bit length the architecture of multiplier will gets 

changes so that changing the bit length will increases the architecture in MCM. So, because of this 

disadvantage what happens was the efficiency of the system will gets reduced because with the 

increased architecture delay will be more so that area, power will gets increases. In order to overcome 

these constraints we proposed a new method which is a Digit-series FIR Filter   

PROPOSED SYSTEM  

Here in proposed method  which is a Digit-Series FIR Filter, here we are increasing the bit length so 

that  what happens means even though we are increasing the bit length , architecture will not gets 

increases it just divides the bit length [13] so that there is no such a complexity exists in this new 

method.  We implemented for both 29x,43x,59,89x, so in this we are going to compare the delay area, 

efficiency  and power between the existing method and proposed method. So compare to existing 

method proposed method must gives the less delay compare to previous method. 

 

Figure3. 29,43,59,89 coefficient for Digit-series FIR Filters 
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However, in existed method the algorithms assume that the input data x is processed in parallel. On the 

other hand, in digit serial arithmetic, the data words are divided into digit sets, consisting of d bits, that 

are processed one at a time. Since digit-serial architectures offer alternative low complexity designs 

when compared to the bit-parallel MCM design. 

29x = x<<3+x<<2+x. 

43x = x<<2+x<<1+x. 

59x = x<<4 - x<<2 – x. 

89 = x<<2 – x<<1 – x. 

In existing method the output for each and every coefficients will needs only one clock cycle. In 

proposed method the output which are coefficients will needs atleast two or more than two clock 

cycles i.e, the output will comes after some clock cycles but the complexity will be less so that even 

though it needs more clock cycles to retrieve the output delay will be very less and efficiency will be 

more. 

RESULTS AND DISSCUSION  

The proposed design has been simulated using Xilinx and Modelsim, the wave form obtained after 

simulating is as shown in below figs. 

 

Figure4. Block diagram of FIR_MCM 

 

Figure5. RTL ARCHITECTURE of FIR MCM 
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Figure6. Output Waveform of FIR MCM 

Table1. Delay for Existing FIR MCM 

 

Table2. Area of Existing FIR MCM 

 

 

Figure7. Block Diagram for Digit Serial FIR FILTER 
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Figure8. RTL schematic architecture for DIGIT SERIAL FIR FILTER 

 

Figure9. Output Waveform for Digit Serial FIR FILTER 

Table3. Delay for DIGIR SERIAL FIR FILTER 
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Table4. Area of SERIAL FIR FILTER 

 

CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we introduce the Digit Serial FIR Filter it divides the input bit-length and then by using 

shifting, addition, subtraction it process its operation and gives the output at different clock cycles. But 

in previous method it was designed by using MCM, in this method it has high complexity but it gives 

the output at single clock cycle only. The main difference between the existed and proposed method 

was about complexity, area, delay and power .In, existing the output need only single clock cycle but 

in proposed the output achieves at different clock cycle which is one of the constraint in this proposed 

method. Here, we are comparing Delay, Area, Power and Efficiency with the previous method which is 

a MCM method. So, based on Experimental results the proposed method got less delay and area and 

efficiency got increased when compared to the previous method. 
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